
Foundation Phase suggested home learning tasks- Do Superheroes wear capes?
Here are some suggested home learning tasks that we encourage are carried out with your child/ children 
at home. Your child can carry out the tasks at their own pace with family and friends. Remember to bring 
them in to showcase your hard work. Enjoy! J
Language, Literacy and Communication-
• Practise writing your name 

accurately. 
• Practise forming Set 1 sounds 

correctly using the RWI rhymes to 
help you. 

• Use ‘Fred fingers’ to write simple 
CVC words.

Take pictures of you being a 
‘superhero’ at home carrying 
responsibilities in the home e.g. tidying 
your room, washing the dishes, helping 
to do the shopping. 
You could write a small sentence to 
explain the picture. 

Make a list/ table of traits or 
characteristics comparing a villian
(baddie) with a good guy (goodie). 

Make a model of a superhero- you 
could use, cardboard boxes, modelling 
dough, loose parts, Lego. 

Numeracy and Mathematics-
• Practise touch counting accurately-

take your time and ensure you touch 
every object.

• Use simple addition and subtraction 
to add/ subtract groups of objects-
’how many altogether?’, ‘how many 
are left?’. 

Who is your hero? You could bring a 
picture of them into class and explain 
to the class who your superhero is and 
why. You could even write a sentence/ 
paragraph about why you chose them. 

Design on paper or a computer a new 
superhero to join the Avengers or DC. 
Ensure this superhero has a name, a 
special power and a fabulous costume. 

Talk to a person in the local 
community/ family member and 
interview them about the heroic things 
they do to help and safe people. 
Record this/ adult scribe or write your 
findings down. 

Plan and create a healthy lunchbox fit 
for a superhero that you can bring into 
school. Make sure you take a trip to 
the shops with an adult to locate the 
healthy items and use money to pay for 
the items independently or with adult 
support. 

Numeracy and Mathematics-
• Join in and sing number rhymes and 

songs to help you recite and 
sequence numbers to 20.

• Practise ordering numbers at home 
correctly. What number comes 
next?

Use information books and and the 
internet to find out about Record 
World holders and their superhuman 
achievements. 
Tell us which record holder event is 
your favourite. 

Make up your own song or rhyme about 
a superhero. You could sing about their 
strengths and skills to promote them 
and how they help the community. 

Language, Literacy and Communication-
• Practise identifying set 1 sounds. 

How quickly can you read them?
• Use Fred talk to help you sound out 

simple words- remember to use your 
finger to track the word you are 
reading. 

• Practise using pictures in storybooks 
to help you explain what is happening 
in the story. 


